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November 18, 2020

Dear Twin City Foods: 
 
Each day, UFCW 876 members place themselves into the center of this pandemic, their job duties bringing them less than 
six feet from each other, at times, even shoulder to shoulder. They risk their health, their family’s health and the health of 
those around them. Our members experience undue stress, anxiety and anguish - daily - for months on end. Many have 
been very sick, and some have died. This unimaginable reality is their livelihood. 

In return, Twin City Food continues to earn record profits. There is little consideration for these sacrifices as bean 
season churned into endless seven-day work weeks. The actions of the company have made it clear it views this globally 
devastating pandemic as an opportunity to help only themselves.  We know this because the company has continued to 
find ways to shamelessly take advantage of its workforce and its surrounding communities. 

This has been done by never providing hero pay or any program remotely similar,  making it harder for members to pay 
for the unforeseen expenses of living through a pandemic; by maximizing worker’s hours and their exposure to COVID, 
by increasing scheduling when other employers have choose to limit hours or stagger shifts, by scheduling vulnerable 
members in high-risk jobs, by allowing over-crowding on the floor, stock rooms and break rooms; by not enforcing social 
distancing; by lending a blind eye to those not wearing masks; by not providing temperature checks and by failing to 
provide proper PPE, hand sanitizer and proper, clean bathroom facilities. 

This tradeoff is not equitable, fair or even remotely reasonable.

To know you have the resources to do better, to care for those who bring your success, and to choose instead to take 
advantage of those who have little choice, is not admirable.  We are asking you take responsibility for your business and its 
role in our member’s lives and the communities in which they live. The very nature of your business demands you adhere 
to a higher standard; not as an opportunity to extort. You are the steward of many people’s lives.   
 
To be clear, here is what we are asking. Hero pay be reinstated immediately.  And the following to be re-implemented 
and enforced: cleaning and disinfecting to occur regularly; disinfecting of high-touch surfaces daily; enforcement of social 
distancing; implementation of physical barriers and other modifications to prevent infection; mandatory mask wear, regular 
temperature checks, PPE and hand sanitizer readily available to members.

Ultimately, UFCW 876 has a good working relationship with Twin City Food.  But it is our duty to tell you that the 
treatment of your workers is well beyond neglect. It is shameful. We are looking forward to hearing from you with 
resolution and it not be disregarded carelessly.  
 
We are asking you do the right thing.
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